
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Morning

Work
7:00 - 7:30

Lesson: SW unpack and
begin morning work laid
out for them.

Lesson: SW unpack and
begin morning work laid out
for them.

Lesson: SW unpack and begin
morning work laid out for them.

Lesson: SW unpack and begin
morning work laid out for them.

Lesson: SW unpack and begin
morning work laid out for them.

Morning
Meeting

& Calendar
7:30 - 7:45

Lesson: Morning
Meeting T/SW review
routines and
procedures. T/SW
complete morning
meeting and the
calendar activity.

Lesson: Morning Meeting
T/SW review routines and
procedures. T/SW
complete morning
meeting and the
calendar activity.

Lesson: Morning Meeting
T/SW review routines and
procedures. T/SW complete
morning meeting and the
calendar activity.

Lesson: Morning Meeting
T/SW review routines and
procedures. T/SW complete
morning meeting and the
calendar activity.

Lesson: Morning Meeting
T/SW review routines and
procedures. T/SW complete
morning meeting and the
calendar activity.

Whole
Group Math

7:45 - 8:20

EQ: What strategies
could I use to add
numbers?
I CAN make a ten to
add numbers together.

Anticipatory Set
TW develop fluency by
having kids
decompose teen
numbers into a ten
and ones.

Teacher Input
TW tell students that so
far, they have learned
to add by counting on,
using pictures and
counters, using
doubles plus one, using
a number path.

Now they are going to
learn to add by
decomposing numbers
to make a ten.

Modeled
TW model the “Act Out
Making Ten” problem
in TB257.

Guided Practice
TTW guide students in
discussing how the
teacher solved the
problem and other

EQ: What strategies
could I use to add
numbers?
I CAN make a ten to add
numbers together.

Anticipatory Set
TW Connect to prior
knowledge by reviewing
number partners of ten.

Teacher Input
TW state: Having
knowledge of number
partners of ten and teen
numbers will help when
making a ten to add.

Modeled
TW model the “Try It”
problem in WB261 and
262, thinking out loud to
show how knowing
number partners of ten
and teen numbers are
made of ten and extras
ones help solve a
problem using the make
a ten to add strategy.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
completing an addition
problem (3 on WB 263)
using the make a ten
strategy to solve.

EQ: What strategies could I
use to add numbers?
I CAN make a ten to add
numbers together.

Anticipatory Set
TW Connect to prior
knowledge by reviewing
number partners of ten.

Teacher Input
TW state: Having
knowledge of number
partners of ten and teen
numbers will help when
making a ten to add.

Modeled
TW model the “Try It”
problem in WB267 and 268,
thinking out loud to show
how knowing number
partners of ten and teen
numbers are made of ten
and extras ones help solve
a problem using the make a
ten to add strategy.
**Discuss how number
bonds make it easier to see
that you are decomposing
to make a ten.

Guided Practice
SW use counters to
decompose the
problems on WB269.

Pumpkin Patch EQ: What strategies could I
use to add numbers?
I CAN make a ten to add
numbers together.

Anticipatory Set
TW Connect to prior
knowledge by reviewing
sums to ten.

Teacher Input
TW state: Having
knowledge of number
partners of ten and teen
numbers will help when
making a ten to add.

Modeled
TW model the “Example” on
WB273.

Guided Practice
SW guide the teacher in
completing WB273-274.

Independent Work
SW complete workbook

page 277-278
independently.

Closure
Exit Ticket

Lesson 11 Quiz on
Monday 11/1.



ways the teacher
could have solved the
problem.

Independent
Students will work out
the problem on WB258
and will discuss how
they solved the
problem making a ten
using counters.

Closure
Exit Ticket

Independent Work
SW complete workbook

page 264 independently.

Closure
Exit Ticket

Independent Work
SW complete workbook

page 270 independently.

Closure
Exit Ticket

Math
Centers

8:20 - 9:00

Meet with Teacher:
- Group 1:

Firstie Math
Intervention-
Addition to
10

- Group 2-3:
Firstie Math
Intervention-
Addition to
10

- Group 4-5:
Firstie Math
Intervention-
Addition to
20

Technology:
- iReady Math
- ST Math

Hands On:
Batty for Teen Numbers

Seatwork:
- Pumpkin Patch Addition to 20

***STANDARDS*** 1.OA.6 Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as counting
on; making ten; decomposing a number leading to a ten; using the relationship between addition and subtraction ; and creating equivalent but easier or
known sums.

ELA
9:00 - 9:30

Project Read
Phonics & Sight Words

Lesson: s blends
EQ: What do good
readers do?
I CAN read grade
level words.

Anticipatory Set
TW ask students
what makes up a

Project Read
Phonics & Sight Words

Lesson: s blends
EQ: What do good
readers do?
I CAN read grade
level words.

Anticipatory Set
TW ask students to list
what they know about

Project Read
Phonics & Sight Words

Lesson: s blends
EQ: What do good
readers do?
I CAN read grade level
words.

Anticipatory Set
TW display the words skip
and smug. TW ask

Pumpkin Patch Project Read
Phonics & Sight Words

Lesson: s blends
EQ: What do good
readers do?
I CAN read grade level
words.

Anticipatory Set
TW display all previously
taught Red Words and



blend. *two
consonants that
blend together but
still make two
separate sounds.

TW display l and r
blend bowl and
review l and r blend
sounds. TW state
“Last week we
learned about l and
r blends. This week
we will learn about
another kind of
blend.”

Teacher Input
TW display the s
blend bowl and ask
how many s blends
there are. TW state
“This week you will
learn the 8 s
beginning
consonant blends.”

Modeled
TW display sk and
model blending sk
with thumb.
(SC also)

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
blending sk and
adding it to their s
blend bowl.

TW guide students in
blending skip and
skim
(scan and scoff)

beginning consonant
blends.

Teacher Input
TW display s blend
bowl with sc and sk.
TW state, “Today you
will learn 3 more s
blends.”

Modeled
TW display st, sm, and
sp and model
blending them with
thumb.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
blending the blends
and adding them to
their blend bowl.

TW guide students in
blending stop, stiff,
smell, spud, and spin

Independent Work
SW build the words
stub, smash, and spell

SW highlight words
with s blends and
practice reading
sentences in Student
Practice 15MM, 15OO,
15QQ, and 15RR.

Closure
Students will choral
read Oral Reading
15PP, A Bad Hit.

Sentence Dictation:

students what they see
at the beginning of the
two words (consonant
blends).

Teacher Input
TW display s blend bowl.
TW state, “Today you will
learn 3 more new s
blends.”

Modeled
TW display sw, sn, squ
and will model blending
each sound.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
blending blending the
new s blends and adding
them to their blend bowl.
(Make sure to review the
qu rule)
TW guide students in
blending words swim,
snap, and squid.

Independent Work
SW practice reading the
words in Student Practice
15SS, 15TT, 15VV, 15XX.

Closure
Students will choral read
15UU.

Sentence dictation:
The squid spat the ink.

will have students read
them.

TW remind students that
Red Words are words
that CAN NOT be
sounded out. You have
to memorize them.

Teacher Input
TW display the word your.
TW tell the students that
your means that
something belongs to
you. It is possessive and
has the word you in the
word.

Example:
This is YOUR hat.

Modeled
TW model chopping your
out.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
chopping out your.

Independent Work
Students will read Oral
Reading 15WW boxing
the red words: the and
of.

Closure
Sentence Dictation:
Is that your red sled?

Spelling Test



Independent Work
SW build words skill
and skunk
(scab and scat)

Closure
SW practice reading
the words and
highlighting the
blend in Student
Practice 15KK.

Sentence Dictation:
Did the skin scab?

Scot will smash the
spud.

Language/
Writing

9:30 - 10:00

Language:

Skill: Verb Tenses
EQ: How do we
change verbs to
show different time?
I CAN use the
correct verb tense in
a sentence.

Anticipatory Set
TW ask: What does
past tense mean?
What does present
tense mean? What
does future tense
mean?

Input
TW state: We
change verbs to
show if they
happened in the
past, the present, or
the future.

Model

Writing:

Skill: Procedural
Writing
EQ: How can I write
about events in order.
I CAN use transition
words to show order.

Anticipatory Set
TW have a ? bag with
a small pumpkin inside
of it. Students will take
turns asking a yes/no
question to figure out
what is in the bag.

Input
TWl show the students
the pumpkin in the
bag and will tell the
students why the
pumpkin is a plant. The
teacher will read
Pumpkin Circle

Guided Practice
TW guide the students
in completing a flow

ELA Assessment 2.3 Writing:

Skill: Procedural Writing
EQ: How can I write
about events in order.
I CAN use transition
words to show order.

Anticipatory Set
TW call on students to
name the stages of a
pumpkin’s life cycle.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
creating a topic
sentence for their
paragraph.

TW guide students in
using the transitional
word, first, and
completing a sentence
about the first stage in
the pumpkin’s life cycle.

Independent Work
SW using the transition
words next, then, and

Reading

Lesson: Review Key
Details
EQ: EQ: What are key
details and why are they
important in understanding
a story?
I CAN identify key details
in a story and retell them
in order.

Anticipatory Set
TW preview Creepy
Carrots with students. TW
guide discussion on what
it means to be shy. TW
ask what the word
creepy means? TW state:
The carrots on the cover
look creepy. How do you
think Jasper the rabbit
feels? TW call on students
to make predictions
about the book.

Teacher Input
TW read Creepy Carrots
checking for



TW ask: what do we
add to a verb to
make it past tense?
What can we add to
a verb to make it
present tense?
What do we add to
a verb to make it
present tense?

TW read a sentence
model finding the
verb, and deciding if
it is past, present, or
future tense.

Guided Practice
TW guide students in
reading a sentence,
finding the verb, and
deciding if it is past,
present, or future
tense.

Independent Work
SW sort verbs by
past, present, or
future tense.

Closure
TW review
independent work
and monitor for
understanding.

map of the life cycle
of a pumpkin.

Closure
Using the Turn and Talk
method, students will
share one thing that
they know about the
pumpkin life cycle.

last to complete their
paragraph about the
pumpkin life cycle.

Closure
SW share their writing
with the class.

understanding
throughout.

Guided Practice
TW state “Key details are
important events in the
story. Identifying key
details in the beginning,
middle, and end can
help us understand the
story.
TW help students identify
the beginning, middle,
and end of Creepy
Carrots.
Independent Work
SW complete Creepy
Carrots sequencing
craft.

Closure
TW monitor for
understanding and
review correct
sequence.

L.1.1e Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk home).
W.1.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
RF.1.3b Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words

10:00 - 10:20
RECESS

ELA
Centers

Technology:
iReady Reading

Writing:
Choices:

Poetry:
- SW sort words by

which r blend/ l

Reading:
- SW read a

levelized

Word Work:
SW complete 3 levelized
phonics worksheets.



10:30 - 11:00

Weekly
Center

Activities

- Haunted
House: Write
about the
Picture

- What should
my teacher be
for Halloween?
Opinion Writing

- Pumpkin
Labeling

blend they begin
with.

- SW record the
words on a
recording sheet.

- Early Finisher: Use
the words in
sentences on the
back.

passage, and
then record
themselves
reading on
flipgrid.

- SW answer
questions about
the text.

- Early Finisher: AR

- Early Finisher:
- Dough

Word
Building

- Lego
Word
Building

- Type
Spelling
Words
and Use in
a
Sentence

Group 1:
- Heggerty

Lesson 3
- Project Read

Unit 4 Lesson
- Language

Circle- Val’s
Van

Group 2:
- Heggerty

Lesson 9
- Project Read

Unit 7 Lesson
- LC- Said

Group 3:
- Project Read Unit

11
- LC- Bad Luck

Group 4:
- Project Read Unit

14
- Pumpkin Life

Cycle
Informational Text

Group 5:
- S Blends
- Pumpkin Life

Cycle
Informational Text

Teacher Table
Weekly
Centers

***STANDARDS*** W.1.1 (Opinion Writing), W.1.5 (Respond to Prompt), RF.1.3b (Spell and Read Regularly Spelled One Syllable Words), RI.1.1 (Ask
and Answer Questions), RI.1.2 (Main Idea and Key Details)

LUNCH
Specials

Tiger Time
1:10 - 2:00

Ready
Reading
Lesson
1:10-1:30

EQ: What do good
readers do when
reading informational
text?
I CAN find the topic
and the main idea. I
can recall details
about the topic and
main idea by asking
who, what, when,
where, and how.

Anticipatory Set
TTW read aloud and
discuss the speech
bubble reviewing what
we know about key
details

EQ: What do good
readers do when reading
informational text?
I CAN find the topic and
the main idea. I can
recall details about the
topic and main idea by
asking who, what, when,
where, and how.

Anticipatory Set
*reread Butterflies and
Moths p13
*model asking and
answering questions

Teacher Input

EQ: What do good readers
do when reading
informational text?
I CAN find the topic and the
main idea. I can recall
details about the topic and
main idea by asking who,
what, when, where, and
how.

Anticipatory Set
*reread Who Eats What?
p10-11

Teacher Input
TTW guide students to ask
and answer questions to
find key details

No Tiger Time-
pumpkin
patch

No Tiger Time



ELA
Remediation
based on
needed skills
per group
1:30-2:00

Teacher Input
. What are the words
that we use to ask
questions about what
we read?
TSW give an example
of a question that starts
with each of the words
on p65

Modeled
Who is the principal of
our school? What do
we do after lunch?

Guided Practice
TTW share an example
of how asking and
answering a question
during reading helped
you understand key
detail (TTW read
bolded example in
TWB)

Independent Work
TSW demonstrate
understanding- TTW
call on volunteers to
share what they have
learned about asking
and answering
questions

Closure
TSW turn and talk
about why asking
and answering
questions helps
readers understand
information

What are the body
parts of a caterpillar?
What is the caterpillar
sticking to? Why? What
are the green spiky things
on the caterpillar’s
back?

Modeled
TTW share a question
that you could ask
about this part of the
book
TTW model asking and
answering a question
(TTW read bolded
portion on TWB)

Guided Practice
SWB66
TSW complete questions
1-4 listing parts of the
caterpillar’s body

Independent Work
TSW complete last
question on their own

Closure
Turn and talk
practicing asking a
question about the
book and having the
partner use text
evidence to answer

Modeled
TTW ask students, Where
does milk come from? Why
is food like fuel? What is
energy? Why do animals
need food?

Guided Practice
TSW work on SWB 67 and
write about food chains

Independent Work
TSW answer last question on
their own about why
animals need food

Closure
Turn and talk practicing
asking a question about
the book and having the
partner use text
evidence to answer

*Working on
Ready Reading
only

Rotations:
1. Reading-

Read Ch 1 of

Rotations:
5. Reading- Read

Ch 1 of Boris on
the Move

No Tiger Time-
pumpkin
patch

No Tiger Time



Boris on the
Move

2. iReady
3. Meet with

Teacher-
Novel Study

4. Phonics Work-
consonant
clusters

6. iReady
7. Meet with

Teacher- Novel
Study

8. Phonics Work-
consonant
clusters

2:05-2:20
Daily Closure of the Day’s Lessons

Folders, & Read Aloud


